
 

 

  



–
MISSION BRIEFING 

This new job offer came in right on time. Ironclad’s crew grew weary from spending nearly a week for rest and recreation, their 
pockets thinning of credits with each passing day. A known and “trustworthy” Cartel liaison gave the Captain a call on his comlink. 
“The Cartel would like to employ your services for a simple pick up and drop job” said the shadowy human. A sealed container will be 
loaded in your cargo hold and you are to deliver it in Cartel hands on planet “OLYNTH”, continued the man. “Should we expect any 

surprises along the way?” inquired the Captain, to which the man replied vaguely “The Cartel has as many friends as it has enemies…”.  
Objective: Arrive on Planet “OLYNTH” 
Time: 10 Turns 
Reward: 50 Credits upon delivery. 

Mere moments later, the Captain received another call, this time from a representative of the Gaia Nova Federation. “Captain 
Gabriel, it’s been a long time” said bitterly the man. “Xavier…” Gabriel’s voice faded. “I’ll get straight to the point” said Xavier, “We 
are aware of your cargo and your employer. We invite you to reconsider your agreement and instead deliver the cargo to the 
nearby GNF controlled planet “THEIA”. As compensation you shall receive the Federation’s “Letter of Marque” forgiving your past 

transgressions and allowing you to act on our behalf, as well as some monetary compensation for your efforts”. Xavier’s words were chosen very 
carefully and he finished his proposal “Should you choose to ignore our offer, you will sadly cause the GNF great displeasure”.  
Objective: Arrive on Planet “THEIA” 
Time: 10 Turns 
Reward: 40 Credits upon delivery. 

The Captain had to break the news to his crew. A decision had to be made. 
You start the campaign with a total of 40 Credits. After reading the above, you have to recruit (pay their salary cost) all the following Heroes 
which comprise your available Hero Roster. Their recruitment cost is 30 Credits, so the remaining Credits are 10. REMINDER: place all Heroes 
with their Promoted side face down. 

1. BLAZE 
2. DAISUKE 
3. GABRIEL 

4. JUNE 
5. OLIVIA 
6. ONI 

7. OSYKA 
8. STITCH 
9. THADDEUS 

10. TOOLS 
11. VULPO 
12. WRATHE 

 
Planets / Space Stations required: 

 JATANIA (Neutral) 
(STARTING SECTOR) 

 TEANORUS (Neutral) 

 ZAYATOV 13 (Neutral) 

 EUROPA (Neutral) 

 OLYNTH (Cartel) 

 THEIA (Federation) 

Sectors required: 

 Sector tiles 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a & 5a. 
Intel tokens NOT required: 

 Enemy Outpost 

 Friendly Outpost 

 Probe 

 Space Dementia 
 

 
Instructions: Shuffle the Objective A & B Intel tokens along with the rest of the Intel 
tokens specified and then place them randomly on the Sector tiles. The Starting Sector is 
the Planet Jatania. 
 
 

  
SIDE MISSION – DISTRESS SIGNAL 
When you move on the Sector with the Objective “A” Intel token, 
read the following: Ironclad’s comms officer picked up a scrambled 
distress call: “Bzzk… zzkk assistance! … barely esc-gzzzk! Pleazzzrk 
help-p-p!” It seemed to originate from a badly damaged spacecraft 
drifting helplessly nearby. 
ASSIST: Respond to the distress call (Resolve a System Failure 
Operation). 
IGNORE: You may leave this Sector normally. 

After resolving the Operation (regardless of Success or Failure), read 
the following: The Ironclad latched itself on the battered spaceship, 
allowing a select few experts to board, repair and thus prevent the 
ship from exploding. The engineers were surprised to see a lonely 
droid greet them. “Thank you for your assistance! Unfortunately my 
ship isn’t space-worthy anymore. Please allow me to repay your 
kindness by joining your crew… I am confident that my exploration 
protocols will prove invaluable!” 
You gain 1 Salvage and the Hero ULYSSES joins the Hero Roster! 

B When you reach the Objective “B” sector read the following: 
The comms officer relayed an incoming message: “I am Corporation Engineer class “B” Fili Pau. My sensors indicate that your cargo 
hold contains an artifact of interest. If you would allow me a few hours to study said artifact, I am willing to reward your patience. 
Yes: + 1 Corporation Reputation, -1 Action and +10 Credits 

No: -1 Corporation Reputation 
 
When players arrive at THEIA read the following: 

The security officer caught a discrepancy on his 
instruments, as the ship seemed to have more life 
signs on board as it had a brief moment ago. He 
wasted no time and informed his Captain of the 

intrusion. The Captain quickly weighed his options. He knew he had 
to act quickly, before the intruders found out that they lost the 
element of surprise. 
Resolve the Infiltrated Operation with a difficulty of 12+d6. 
After resolving this Operation (regardless of Success or Failure) read 
the following: 
 

After dealing with the Cartel infiltrators, the Ironclad started its 
slow descent to the planet’s surface. This was one of the Frontier 
worlds, which the Federation chose not to terraform. The red 
planet’s scorching surface and searing winds contained all activity 
in underground cities. A brief moment after docking, a unit of 
federation soldiers armed to the teeth stormed into the dock to 
secure the sealed container. “What a warm welcome” mumbled the 
XO to the Captain. A few moments later the Captain received the 
promised payment and the Letter of Marque. 
You gain 40 Credits. Mission Accomplished in favor of the 
Federation. Proceed to debriefing. 
 



When players arrive at OLYNTH read the following: 
The mighty battleship jumped out of hyperspace a few 
hundred kilometers away from the space station, the 
ship’s sensors immediately picking up a large 
signature with GNF credentials. As soon as one of its 

cannon batteries turned to face Ironclad, it fired a warning shot 
across the bows. “We were expected” growled the Captain. A 
Federation Captain came up on the screen and said “We are sorry 
to see our warning go unheeded”. “Never mind, we can always take 
the container from you when you’re dead.” he said casually 
delivered a promise of annihilation. The Captain immediately called 
his crewto assume battle stations. 
  
You cannot evade this encounter. You face 1 “HERMODR” 
Battleship.  

After this encounter is resolved read the following: 
The weary battleship commenced docking procedures. The crew 
shared a feeling of fulfillment as they would soon deliver the cargo 
container to Cartel hands, one more job successfully accomplished. 
Moments after delivery, the payment wormed its way to the crew’s 
digital pocket. The Captain gave leave to most of the crew, leaving 
behind the officers to use the port’s services and make sure the 
ship’s space worthy as soon as possible. He had a gut feeling that 
this job was just the beginning of something bigger, and they had 
just become part of it. 
 
You gain 50 Credits. Mission Accomplished in favor of the Cartel. 
Proceed to debriefing. 

 

D6  Encounter 

1-2 NOMAD Fighter Squadron 

3-6 NOMAD Fighter Squadron & OUTRIDER Corvette 

Encounter table (roll d6 when resolving the “Signatures Detected” Intel) 

Action Reputation Gain Reputation Loss 

Mission accomplished “Cartel” +3 Cartel Reputation 
-3 Federation Reputation 
-3 Council Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Federation” +3 Federation Reputation 
-3 Cartel Reputation 
-3 Firstborn Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Cartel” <7 Turns +1 Cartel Reputation +10 Credits 
-1 Federation Reputation 
-1 Council Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Federation” <7 Turns 
+1 Federation Reputation + 10 
Credits 

-1 Cartel Reputation 
-1 Firstborn Reputation 

Allow Corporation scientist to gather data +1 Corporation Reputation -1 Firstborn Reputation 

Deny Corporation scientist to gather data -1 Corporation Reputation +1 Firstborn Reputation 

REPUTATION GAINS – LOSSES table 
 
Awards of excellence will be awarded for: 
 SPEED. Complete the Mission in 7 turns or less. You gain +1 Reputation point with your employer (either Cartel or Federation) as well 

as 10 extra Credits. 
 EXPLORATION. Reveal (either via Recon or Move Actions) 12 Intel tokens. You get two (2) free Recon Actions at the start of the next 

Scenario. These Recon Actions can be used on any Intel token on the Scenario map. 
 SALVATION. Complete the Side Mission “Distress Signal”.  

 
IMPORTANT 

Before updating your Campaign Log, you may use 2 Services available on the planet where the Scenario ended (either Theia or Olynth). Afterwards 
you are advised to update the campaign log with your performance and reputation gains/losses as well as keep track of the Ironclad’s status. 
Additionally:  

 If you completed the DISTRESS SIGNAL side Mission, make sure you note that ULYSSES is a part of the Hero Roster. 

 If you reach “Friendly” status with a Faction (4 reputation points) you gain a Hero in your Roster (NORIKO - FEDERATION or THE HOUND - 
CARTEL) 

 
  



–
MISSION BRIEFING 

The holo-screen came to life. The image of a sharp dressed man appeared. “I am Prof. Echsares of the Corporation, head of the 
requisitions dpt. and I come to you with a lucrative business proposal”. The Captain was immediately intrigued, since everyone knew 
the Corporation meant serious business. The professor went on with the mission details. “We have a very important asset that’s 
gone rogue. We cannot allow him or his knowledge to fall into the wrong hands! We would like you to bring him back to us. Your fee 

will be satisfactory. Reports place our asset named Kori Vedil at the Crossroads space station. We would prefer if he was returned to us alive, but 
if it comes to that, dead will have to do. 
Objective: retrieve rogue scientist Kori Vedil from Crossroads Space Station and bring him to planet Helix IV of the Corporation. 
Time: 10 Turns 
Reward: 60 Credits upon delivery. 

Before the Captain could inform his crew of the mission, another message came in, this time from an intimidating yet hauntingly 
beautiful Firstborn female. “Greetings Captain, I am Vorcia of the Firstborn and I am aware that you are seeking a highly intelligent 
life-form by the name Kori Vedil. We would like you to secure him and bring him to us, for which you will be greatly rewarded. We 
urge you to accept our request, as the Firstborn tend to take denial badly.” 

Objective: retrieve rogue scientist Kori Vedil from Crossroads Space Station and bring him to planet Charon of the Firstborn. 
Time: 10 Turns 
Reward: 50 Credits and a Myrmidon Mech upon delivery. 
As the Ironclad travelled towards Crossroads Space Station, everyone was aware of the dilemma posed and knew full well that a choice needed to 
be made. 

 
Planets / Space Stations required: 
• TEANORUS (Neutral) 
(Starting Sector) 
• CROSSROADS (Neutral) 
• VIYAMA (Neutral) 
• GERRUS (Neutral) 
• HELIX IV (Corporation) 
• MELIAN PRIME (Council) 
• CHARON (Firstborn) 
Sectors required: 
• Sector tiles 1A, 2B, 3A, 4A 
& 5A. 
Intel tokens NOT required: 
• Ancient Relic 

• Enemy Outpost 
• Objective A 
• Objective B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
When players arrive on Space Station “CROSSROADS” read the 
following: 
Finding the scientist wasn’t half as difficult as the Captain thought. 
What he had to offer though, made things considerably more 
complicated for the crew of the Ironclad. “They both want me 
dead” said Kori Vedil in a bleak tone, “but dead is not something 
I’m inclined to become”. “My counterproposal is that you help me 
reach Melian Prime and file for Council protection under Galactic 
law 512/paragraph 62, which will grant me immunity against both 
parties seeking my head. Subsequently, I am willing to offer my 
services to your crew.” 
New Objective: Bring Kori Vedil to Melian Prime. 
Reward: Kori Vedil joins the Hero Roster and you gain 50 Credits. 

SIDE MISSION – LAWBRINGER 
While on the station, read also the following: “The 
Council hates employing mercenaries to clean up its 
mess, but I don’t share their reservations” said Mun’Da, 

a Council agent to the Captain. This Sector is plagued by the 
Harpies, a merciless pirate organization, disrupting all commerce 
and terrorizing our civilians. Our peacekeeping forces are spread 
thin in this Sector and I’d like to employ your services in helping us 
cleaning up this neighborhood. 
Objective: Clear 2 “Signatures Detected” Encounters (Encounters 
already resolved count towards this objective). 
Reward: Upon resolving the last Encounter, receive 30 Credits. 

When the players arrive at CHARON read the following: Right after 
leaving hyperspace, a message came in. “Clearly, you 
chose poorly” Prof. Echsares said with a grim tone on his 
voice. “Thankfully I have contingencies for everything”. 

As soon as the holomessage faded, a Corvette bearing Corporation 
insignia jumped out of hyperspace a few hundred kilometers away 
from the Ironclad.  This was going to get ugly. 
 
You cannot evade this encounter. You face the Corporation Enforcer 
AMATERASU in Space Combat.  
After this encounter is resolved, read the following:  

Defeated in combat, the Corvette initiated Jump to Hyperspace 
procedures to evade annihilation. “It seems our fight is over” said 
the Captain to his crew and planned docking course for Charon. The 
welcoming committee of the Firstborn was an ice cold detachment 
of heavy war mechs which quickly surrounded Ironclad until the 
prisoner was handed over to Firstborn authorities. Soon after, the 
agreed upon reward was paid in full. 
 You gain 65 Credits and a Myrmidon Mech. Mission Accomplished 
in favor of the Firstborn. Proceed to debriefing. 
 

When players arrive at HELIX IV read the following: 
“We are sorry to see our warning go unheeded. The 
Firstborn will not be denied” were the last words from 
Vorcia of the Firstborn and the Captain was surprised 

she gave them the courtesy of a farewell message. “Battle 
stations!” He yelled, just as a single signature appeared on 
Ironclad’s sensors. A Firstborn Mech appeared from Hyperspace, its 
weapons all trained towards Ironclad.  
 
You cannot evade this encounter. You have to face the Firstborn 
Enforcer TAR’CEE in Space Combat.  
After this encounter is resolved, read the following: 

The fight was over and the Firstborn Battleship “Typhon” left the 
sector Jumping To Hyperspace. A welcoming message from HELIX 
IV’s main Starport came in, informing the Captain that they have 
green-light to dock. “I hope he was worth the trouble” the Captain 
thought while Corporation security officers removed Kori Vedil from 
Ironclad and placed him into Corporation custody. 
You gain 75 Credits. Mission Accomplished in favor of the 
Corporation. Proceed to debriefing. 
 



When players arrive at MELIAN PRIME read the following: 
“Remember, I have to set foot on Melian Prime if I am to request the Council’s protection” said Kori Vedil as everyone saw the skirmish ahead. A 
Firstborn Mech was tangled in combat with a Corporation Corvette. However, as soon as the Ironclad appeared on their sensors, they instantly 
stopped fighting each other and turned their attention, and guns, towards the Ironclad. It seemed they both came for the scientist for their own 
reasons. Agreeing on a makeshift truce seemed possible after all. 
You cannot evade this encounter. You have to face both the Corporation and the Firstborn Enforcers in space combat (TAR’CEE – Firstborn & 
AMATERASU – Corporation). Both enemies have depleted Shields and sustained some damage by fighting each other. (place Shield Damage 
tokens accordingly as well as 2 Hull Damage tokens on each Enforcer). The Objective of this encounter is to survive 2 phases (Long & Close). 
Once the Close Phase is over, the Encounter is resolved. 
After this encounter is resolved, read the following: 
With both the Corporation and the Firstborn defeated, Kori Vedil gave in his immunity application to Council authorities and thanks to Galactic 
Law, he was now safe from Corporation and Firstborn persecution. 
KORI VEDIL joins the hero roster. Gain 50 Credits. Start of next mission: reveal 3 Intel tokens anywhere on the map. Mission accomplished. Proceed 
to debriefing. 

 

D6 Encounter 

1 HARPIE MARAUDER 

2 HARPIE RENEGADE 

3-6 HARPIE MARAUDER & HARPIE RENEGADE 

Encounter table (roll d6 when resolving the “Signatures Detected” Intel) 

Action Reputation Gain Reputation Loss 

Mission accomplished “Corporation” +3 Corporation Reputation 
-3 Firstborn Reputation 
-3 Council Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Firstborn” +3 Firstborn Reputation 
-3 Corporation Reputation 
-3 Federation Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Save the scientist” -3 Firstborn Reputation -3 Corporation Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Corporation” <7 Turns +1 Corporation Reputation 
-1 Firstborn Reputation 
-1 Council Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Federation” <7 Turns +1 Firstborn Reputation 
-1 Corporation Reputation 
-1 Federation Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Save the scientist” <7 Turns -1 Firstborn Reputation -1 Corporation Reputation 

Council mission “Lawbringer” accomplished +1 Council Reputation -1 Cartel Reputation 

REPUTATION GAINS – LOSSES table 
 
Awards of excellence will be awarded for: 
 SPEED. Complete the mission in 7 turns or less. If you complete the mission for either the Corporation or the Firstborn, you gain +1 

Reputation point with that faction. If you complete the mission saving Kori Vedil from his fate, you gain an extra 10 Credits of valuable 
Intel. 

 MERCIFUL. Grant Kori Vedil a place among Ironclad’s crew, saving him from the clutches of the Corporation and the Firstborn.  
 VIGILANTE. Complete the side mission “Lawbringer”.  

 
IMPORTANT 

Before updating your Campaign Log, you may use 2 Services available on the planet where the Scenario ended (either Helix V, Charon or MElian 
Prime). Afterwards you are advised to update the campaign log with your performance and reputation gains/losses as well as keep track of the 
Ironclad’s status.  

 If you completed the main Objective by helping KORI VEDIL, make sure you note that KORI VEDIL is a part of the Hero Roster. 

 If you reach “Friendly” status with a Faction (4 reputation points) you gain a Hero in your Roster (AMATERASU – CORPORATION / 
TAR’CEE – FIRSTBORN) 

 
  
  



–

MISSION BRIEFING 
 

A couple of months passed since Ironclad’s crew 
delivered the container into Federation hands. The 
Federation liaison came back with a follow up 
mission. “The container you’ve retrieved for us was 

actually a tracking beacon for a Firstborn battleship. These 
warmongers were detected in the fringes of Federation sovereign 
territory right in the middle of the demilitarized zone, beyond our 
lost colony of Zayatov 13. Thanks to some covert action we took, 
the battleship is crippled but full of Firstborn soldiers. We would like 
you to locate, infiltrate and dispatch any Firstborn on the ship with 
extreme prejudice. With the Battleship under our control, we will 
have the necessary proof and the Council won’t deny us anymore. 
We will reveal the Firstborn for the warmongers they are!” “Oh, 
and Captain” finished the liaison, “the Firstborn aboard the ship are 
ruthless, so give them no quarter” 
Objective: Locate the Orion, board and dispatch all Firstborn 
surviving military personnel. Assume command of the crippled 
Firstborn battleship. 
Time: 11 turns 
Reward: 70 Credits upon completion. 

 “Greetings Captain” a Firstborn female appeared 
on the holoscreen. “A few time units ago, you’ve 
retrieved a container of great value to the Cartel. It 

turns out that they were working on our behalf”. “We believe you 
can be entrusted with this very important mission” the female 
continued in the mysterious melodic voice of the Firstborn. “In an 
unfortunate turn of events, an Orion battleship of ours was disabled 
and is now drifting without engines inside the demilitarized zone 
near Federation territory, just beyond their former colony on planet 
Zayatov 13. You are to locate the Orion, rescue her surviving crew 
and then initiate the self-destruct sequence of the ship, thus 
obliterating any evidence of our presence on that Sector.” “We 
believe the Federation will attempt to take over the battleship for 
their own benefit, using any means necessary. The Female officer 
finished delivering her assignment saying. “The Firstborn will be in 
your debt.” 
Objective: Locate the Orion, rescue her crew and destroy the 
battleship. 
Time: 11 turns 
Reward: 70 Credits upon completion. 
 

The crew assembled in the mess hall, where the Captain explained the situation. It was crystal clear to everyone that events were spiraling very 
fast, towards very dangerous times.  
 

SIDE MISSION – TRACES OF A LOST CIVILIZATION 
The sailor couldn’t believe his eyes. The Cartel was offering a hefty reward just to locate an ancient ruin? He had to let the captain 
know of this profitable business opportunity! The job was simple. An ancient space-faring civilization has left traces of its presence 
somewhere in these sectors. The Cartel offers a reward of 20 Credits if the ruin is located. “There has to be a catch” the Captain 
mumbled as he started studying his star maps of the sectors in question. “Figures…” he snapped, as he realized that the sectors 

were full of lethal anomalies. “High stakes, high gain?” asked his XO. “Always” replied the Captain with a grin.    
Objective: Locate OBJECTIVE “B” Sector and resolve an Asteroid Field Encounter. 
Reward: 20 Credits upon resolving the Encounter. 
 
Planets / Space Stations required: 

 EUROPA (Neutral) (Starting 
Sector) 

 VIYAMA (Neutral) 

 ZAYATOV 13 (Neutral) 

 PHOENIX (Neutral) 

 THEIA (Federation) 

 OLYNTH (Cartel) 
Sectors required: 

 Sector tiles 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A 
& 6A. 

Intel tokens NOT required: 

 Enemy Outpost 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
       Setup Instructions: When shuffling the Intel tokens, leave the 
Objective A Intel token aside. Place the Intel tokens face down 
normally on all Sectors except the 4 Sectors of tile 2A. Shuffle the 
Objective A Intel token in the remaining Intel tokens and place them 
randomly on the Sectors of Sector tile 2A. 

 When you reach the Objective “A” sector, read the following: 
The “Orion” class Firstborn Battleship was drifting out of control in 
the void. Preliminary scans showed severely damaged thrusters, 
rendering the ship unable of even the slightest maneuver. With the 
“Ironclad” securely attached on the Orion, the airlock opened to 
reveal a group of heavily armed Firstborn warriors. A towering 
beautiful female Firstborn, most probably the officer in charge, came 
forth with a stern warning: “State your business or be eliminated!” 
         Players have to choose their approach. 

 
  



After verifying the “Ironclad’s” claims, the Firstborn 
aboard the “Orion” turned their weapons away from 
the crew. With haste, Ironclad’s expert engineers and 

specialists initiated the self-destruct sequence while medics tended 
to the wounded Firstborn warriors. 
Treat this as a System Failure Operation (as the Intel card) with a 
difficulty of 12+d6. 
After resolving this Operation (regardless of Success or Failure) read 
the following: 
Everything seemed to be going according to plan, until just a 
moment after the surviving Firstborn finished boarding the 
“Ironclad”, when a ship jumped out of Hyperspace with weapons 
hot and locked on the Ironclad. The hostile ship belonged to the 
Federation. “This is Captain Xavier of the Federation Navy. We 
were afraid you would choose to side with these warmongering 
savages! It’s saddens me that I have to destroy a ship that was 
once under my command. So be it, you will share the fate of those 
brutes” said the human Captain delivering his ultimatum. The 
“Ironclad” quickly detached from the Firstborn vessel and her crew 
assumed battle stations. 
You cannot evade this encounter. You have to face the Federation 
Enforcer XAVIER in Space Combat.  
After the enemy ships are defeated, the encounter is resolved. Read 
the following: 
As the Federation battleship prepared to jump to light speed, a 
message came from the Federation battleship THOR. “Damn you! 
Don’t think you’ve won though, we will have war again” said the 
enraged Captain Xavier. “We shall meet again in the battlefield” 
the Federation Captain promised. A few moments later, the 
Firstborn matriarch appeared on the holoscreen and broke the bad 
news: “It seems we were too late and our activities have gone 
public, with the Federation officials accusing the Firstborn of 
breaking the ceasefire treaty. Sadly, there is already word of the 
Federation declaring war on the Firstborn”. The galaxy will go up in 
flames once more. 
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Firstborn. You gain 80 Credits. 
Proceed to debriefing. 

 
Ironclad’s highly trained warriors were face to face 
with the weakened yet battle hardened elite 
Firstborn warriors. Rifles were trained on targets, 

blades were drawn. The ensuing fight would be brutal. 
Treat this as an Infiltrate Operation (as the Intel card) with a 
difficulty of 12+d6.  
After resolving this Operation (regardless of Success or Failure)  read 
the following: 
The Firstborn fought like cornered wounded beasts. Their combat 
prowess is legendary, but even so, at their weakened state, they 
couldn’t deal with the combat ready soldiers of Ironclad’s crew. Just 
as the Ironclad’s crew was securing the battleship, Ironclad’s 
sensors picked up a large signature coming out of Hyperspace. An 
imposing female Firstborn came up on the holoscreen, her elegant 
facial features distorted by rage. “I am My’Rhea of the Firstborn. 
Your hands are soiled with my sisters’ blood. This cannot stand. 
Prepare yourselves” said the female Captain and her battleship’s 
mighty guns opened fire. 
You cannot evade this encounter. You have to face the Federation 
Enforcer MY’RHEA in Space Combat.  
After the enemy ships are defeated, the encounter is resolved. Read 
the following: 
Shortly after, the Federation liaison came up on the holoscreen. “It 
seems our actions were not discreet enough. The Firstborn 
somehow got in their hands hard evidence of the Federation’s 
involvement in taking down their battleship and it seems their claim 
is stronger than them violating the ceasefire treaty with their 
presence in the demilitarized sector. The Firstborn should be 
declaring war once more on the Federation very soon” and then the 
official finished of his message: “It seems that we’ll be having need 
of your services in the near future”. The galaxy will go up in flames 
once more. 
Mission Accomplished in favor of the Federation. You gain 80 
Credits. Proceed to debriefing. 

 
 

D6 

Encounter 

If your Reputation is higher 

with the FIRSTBORN 

If your Reputation is higher 

with the FEDERATION 

1 VALKYRIE CERBERUS 

2 SKADI + VALKYRIE MYRMIDON + CERBERUS 

3-4 MARAUDER + RENEGADE NOMAD + OUTRIDER 

5-6 SKADI + HERMODR MYRMIDON + ORION 

Encounter table (roll d6 when resolving the “Signatures Detected” Intel) 
 

Action Reputation Gain Reputation Loss 

Mission accomplished “Firstborn” +4 Firstborn Reputation 
-4 Federation Reputation 
-4 Corporation Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Federation” +4 Federation Reputation 
-4 Firstborn Reputation 
-4 Cartel Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Firstborn” (Succeed in Operation) +1 Firstborn Reputation -1 Federation Reputation 

Mission accomplished “Federation” (Succeed in Operation) +1 Federation Reputation -1 Firstborn Reputation 

Cartel Side Mission +1 Cartel Reputation -1 Council Reputation 

REPUTATION GAINS – LOSSES table 
Awards of excellence will be awarded for: 
 EXCELLENCE. Resolve the Operation of the final Scripted Event (System Failure or Infiltrated) with a Success. You gain +1 Reputation 

point with your employer (either Firstborn or Federation, see Debriefing above) 

 COSMIC LIGHTHOUSE. Visit both Pulsar Cosmic Condition Sectors. At the end of the scenario you gain 1 . 
 ARCHAEOLOGY. Complete the side mission “Traces of a Lost Civilization”.  

 
IMPORTANT 

At this point you are advised to update the campaign log with your performance and reputation gains/losses as well as keep track of the Ironclad’s status. If you 
completed the main Objective by helping KORI VEDIL, make sure you note that KORI VEDIL is a part of the Hero Roster. 

IMPORTANT: If you reach “Friendly” status with a Faction (4 reputation points) you gain a Hero in your Roster (TAR’CEE - FIRSTBORN / NORIKO – FEDERATION)



 


